Inspire every innovator

i2i is for researchers from any subject area whose research can be applied to science, technology or engineering, including life sciences and healthcare.

Warwick i2i Programme

GENERATING IMPACT FROM YOUR RESEARCH

For early career researchers (PhD students and postdoctoral researchers) The programme is open to life sciences, med school, psychology, business school, software designers and more.

Further information and registration:
https://warwick.ac.uk/services/ventures/2academicscontact/warwicki2i

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN:

Enhancing impact from your research?
Exploring creative applications for your research?
Refining your communication skills?
Identifying markets and opportunities?
Considering first steps towards commercialisation?

ONLINE WORKSHOPS

Online workshops will be held on 18th June and 25th June 2020.
You will also have the opportunity to explore the impact of your research by talking to potential partners and customers, with support and funding from Warwick Innovations.